All raw and processed files from the RNA sequencing performed for this study have been deposited to Gene Expression Omnibus \[GEO\] under the accession number GSE57155.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

The exosome is a 3'-5' exonuclease complex involved in termination of short RNAs, RNA quality control surveillance, and RNA degradation in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus. The core RNA exosome is a multi-subunit complex that has been proposed to channel the substrate to the catalytic subunit Dis3 (also known as Rrp44), similar in structure to the proteasome \[[@pgen.1004999.ref001],[@pgen.1004999.ref002],[@pgen.1004999.ref003],[@pgen.1004999.ref004]\]. Dis3 has both an endonucleolytic PIN domain and 3'-5' exonuclease activity and is essential for viability of the yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* \[[@pgen.1004999.ref005],[@pgen.1004999.ref006]\]. In the nucleus, the exosome aquires a second exonuclease subunit, Rrp6. Although Rrp6 is not essential for viability, it has been shown to be required for proper 3' end trimming of primary small nucleolar/nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref007],[@pgen.1004999.ref008]\], degradation of short-lived, non-coding cryptic unstable transcripts (CUTs) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref009],[@pgen.1004999.ref010],[@pgen.1004999.ref011],[@pgen.1004999.ref012],[@pgen.1004999.ref013]\] and improperly terminated RNAs \[[@pgen.1004999.ref007],[@pgen.1004999.ref014]\], as well as regulation of polyA tail length through Nab2 and the non-canonical polyA polymerases Trf4 and Trf5 \[[@pgen.1004999.ref015],[@pgen.1004999.ref016]\]. Recent studies using high-resolution tiling arrays found that Dis3 and Rrp6 have both shared and distinct roles in the degradation of various RNAs \[[@pgen.1004999.ref017],[@pgen.1004999.ref018]\]. For instance, Rrp6 is largely responsible for snRNA processing whereas both Rrp6 and Dis3 seem to be responsible for the degradation of unspliced pre-mRNAs \[[@pgen.1004999.ref017],[@pgen.1004999.ref018]\]. Rrp6 has also been implicated in the termination and 3' end processing of a variety of noncoding RNAs, most of which are not terminated by traditional polyA-dependent termination mechanisms \[[@pgen.1004999.ref012],[@pgen.1004999.ref019]\].

RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) transcription termination is coupled to 3' end processing and carried out by two pathways \[[@pgen.1004999.ref020]\]. The recruitment of factors involved in these pathways is orchestrated by post-translational modifications along the repetitive C-terminal domain (CTD) of Rpb1, the largest subunit of RNAPII (reviewed in \[[@pgen.1004999.ref021]\]). Generally, long (\>1000 bp) polyadenylated mRNAs are terminated by the Cleavage and Polyadenylation Factor (CPF) and Cleavage Factor (CF) complexes in a polyadenylation dependent mechanism \[[@pgen.1004999.ref022],[@pgen.1004999.ref023],[@pgen.1004999.ref024],[@pgen.1004999.ref025],[@pgen.1004999.ref026]\]. The second pathway predominates on short (\<1000 bp) RNAPII transcripts including snRNAs, CUTs, and stable unannotated transcripts (SUTs) that are terminated by an Nrd1, Nab3, and Sen1 (NNS) dependent mechanism \[[@pgen.1004999.ref020],[@pgen.1004999.ref027],[@pgen.1004999.ref028],[@pgen.1004999.ref029],[@pgen.1004999.ref030]\]. Termination by NNS is coupled to RNA 3' end processing and/or degradation by the Rrp6-containing nuclear exosome \[[@pgen.1004999.ref008],[@pgen.1004999.ref031],[@pgen.1004999.ref032]\]. In the current model of NNS termination, Nrd1 can be recruited to the RNAPII CTD by its CTD interacting domain (CID) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref008],[@pgen.1004999.ref033],[@pgen.1004999.ref034],[@pgen.1004999.ref035],[@pgen.1004999.ref036],[@pgen.1004999.ref037]\]. Nrd1 and Nab3 also contain RNA binding domains that facilitate their recruitment to specific sequences in the nascent RNA \[[@pgen.1004999.ref038],[@pgen.1004999.ref039]\]. The helicase Sen1 participates through unwinding RNA:DNA hybrids formed by the nascent RNA and template strand promoting RNAPII termination in yeast and mammals \[[@pgen.1004999.ref040],[@pgen.1004999.ref041],[@pgen.1004999.ref042],[@pgen.1004999.ref043]\]. RNAPII transcribes beyond the 3' end of the functional RNA into a "termination zone" before it is terminated by Sen1 \[[@pgen.1004999.ref040]\]. The RNA is then polyadenylated by the TRAMP complex, and the nuclear exosome trims the ends of stable transcripts (such as snRNAs and SUTs) or completely degrades the transcript in the case of CUTs \[[@pgen.1004999.ref019],[@pgen.1004999.ref020],[@pgen.1004999.ref029],[@pgen.1004999.ref032],[@pgen.1004999.ref040],[@pgen.1004999.ref044],[@pgen.1004999.ref045],[@pgen.1004999.ref046],[@pgen.1004999.ref047]\].

Here, we focus on the role of Rrp6 in termination and processing of RNAPII-transcribed noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) and specific mRNAs that are likely regulated through the NNS pathway. Recent work suggests that Nrd1-dependent termination of noncoding RNAs is necessary for transcriptome surveillance by regulating promoter directionality and suppressing antisense transcription \[[@pgen.1004999.ref048]\]. Nrd1 interacts with the exosome and the Nrd1 CTD-interacting domain (CID) has been shown to be important for coupling of NNS-termination with RNA processing \[[@pgen.1004999.ref007],[@pgen.1004999.ref008]\]. The interaction between Nrd1 and Rrp6 is direct and independent of the Nrd1 CID \[[@pgen.1004999.ref049]\]. It has previously been shown that nuclear depletion of Nrd1 causes defective termination of many NNS pathway targets resulting in the identification of 1,526 extended ncRNAs referred to as NUTs (Nrd1 unterminated transcripts) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref048]\]. The generation of NUTs upon Nrd1 nuclear depletion caused transcriptome-wide changes in gene expression predominately through transcription interference caused by defective termination. However, it was reported that deletion of *RRP6* does not change ncRNA transcription termination and disruption of Nrd1 and Rrp6 activities did not cause differential expression of the same genes, suggesting that Rrp6 is not required for NNS-dependent termination \[[@pgen.1004999.ref048]\]. Interestingly, deletion of *RRP6* has recently been shown to both stabilize and promote elongation of CUT281. CUT281 is an antisense long noncoding RNA that regulates the expression of *PHO84* through antisense transcription past the *PHO84* promoter \[[@pgen.1004999.ref050]\]. The catalytic subunits of the exosome (Rrp6 and Dis3) have also been implicated in termination at snR4 and snR34 \[[@pgen.1004999.ref017]\]. These data suggest that Rrp6 can regulate both degradation and the efficiency of NNS-dependent termination of ncRNA transcripts such as CUTs that are implicated in mRNA regulation through transcription interference. Together, these studies suggest that Rrp6 may be required for NNS termination at some specific targets while dispensable at others. Our primary objective was to determine if Rrp6 is required for NNS termination through analysis of global changes in the transcriptome *via* high throughput RNA-sequencing (RNA-Seq) and analysis of global RNAPII occupancy changes using high-resolution chromatin IP followed by exonuclease treatment (ChIP-exo).

In this study, we show that deletion of *RRP6* disrupts 3' end processing and/or termination at multiple NNS-dependent transcripts resulting in extended 3' RNA ends. Many of the *rrp6Δ* RNA extensions cause transcription interference from extended transcription, and closely match the transcripts observed following nuclear depletion of Nrd1 further supporting that they are NNS-dependent transcripts. We find altered transcript lengths all classes of NNS-terminated transcripts including snRNAs, CUTs, SUTs, and a subset of mRNAs resulting in transcriptome-wide changes in gene expression. These data suggest that Rrp6 acts with the NNS complex to promote transcription termination in addition to coupled 3' end RNA processing (for mRNAs, snRNAs, and select SUTs) and/or degradation (for CUTs).

Results {#sec002}
=======

Genome-wide analysis of *RRP6* deletion strains by RNA-Seq {#sec003}
----------------------------------------------------------

To identify classes of transcripts affected by the loss of Rrp6, we utilized previously published annotations for yeast transcripts and performed differential expression analysis using normalized sequencing reads through EdgeR ([S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To accurately represent the entire transcribed region for mRNAs including the coding region, we employed annotations that include both the 5' and 3' untranslated region (UTR) for the majority of the yeast transcriptome \[[@pgen.1004999.ref051]\]. In summary, the annotations used for our study include 5792 open reading frames (ORF-Ts), 658 CUTs, 648 SUTs, 1215 NUTs, 844 Rrp6-regulated antisense transcripts, 80 snRNAs, and 78 snRNA extended transcripts (ETs, manually annotated in this study). In *rrp6Δ* cells, 136 up-regulated and 734 down-regulated open reading frame transcripts were identified (ORF-Ts, fold change cut-off = +/- 1.5, p-value \< 0.05, FDR ≤ 0.1, [Fig. 1A-B](#pgen.1004999.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also identified 622 up-regulated CUTs out of 733, in agreement with previous reports that CUT expression and stability is increased in the absence of Rrp6 (\[[@pgen.1004999.ref009],[@pgen.1004999.ref011],[@pgen.1004999.ref013]\], [Fig. 1A](#pgen.1004999.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Importantly, using deep sequencing technology many CUTs were detected that have not previously been detected in WT cells using microarrays ([S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref009],[@pgen.1004999.ref010],[@pgen.1004999.ref011],[@pgen.1004999.ref013]\]. Analysis of the NUTs revealed that the majority of that class of transcripts, 887/1215, were also up-regulated in *rrp6Δ* ([S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S1A Fig](#pgen.1004999.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). Additionally, our analysis found that 223/648 SUTs were significantly up-regulated in *rrp6Δ* uncovering the specific SUT transcripts that are likely terminated by the NNS pathway ([S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In *rrp6Δ* cells, a total of 54 sn/snoRNAs showed significant transcript extension ([S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, annotated as ETs---extended transcripts).

![Expression plots for normalized RNA-SEQ data with specific classes of RNA transcripts highlighted.\
After sequencing reads were aligned to the yeast genome, reads mapped to annotated open reading frame transcripts (ORF-Ts), cryptic unstable transcripts (CUTs), stable unannotated transcripts (SUTs), and Nrd1 unterminated transcripts (NUTs) were used for differential expression analysis using edgeR. Log~2~ of the fold-change values are plotted versus the average number of normalized reads across all biological replicates for all RNA transcripts in cells lacking *RRP6* compared to WT (black dots). (A) RNAs annotated as CUTs, a classification based on the dependence of *rrp6Δ* for detection are shown as gray dots while all other transcripts are shown as black dots. (B) RNAs annotated as ORF-Ts, most of which are protein coding messenger RNAs are shown in yellow. All other transcripts are shown in black. (C) Messenger RNA expression values for ribosomal protein coding genes, shown as black dots.](pgen.1004999.g001){#pgen.1004999.g001}

Considering that Rrp6 is an exonuclease, it is expected that the majority of RNA expression changes in *rrp6Δ* cells would be due to accumulation. However, we were surprised to see 734 mRNAs significantly decreased ≤ 1.5-fold in *rrp6Δ* ([Fig. 1B](#pgen.1004999.g001){ref-type="fig"}, ORFs in yellow, [S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To better understand the classes of mRNAs down-regulated in *rrp6Δ*, we performed GO-term enrichment analysis to determine if any cellular pathways showed significant enrichment within the set of decreased mRNAs. Surprisingly, the most enriched GOterm was GO:0005830 for the cytosolic ribosome with a p-value of 6.43E^-82^ ([S2 Table](#pgen.1004999.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In total, nine of the 30 statistically significant enriched GO-terms related to ribosomal protein coding genes with p-values less than or equal to 7.85E^-19^ ([S2 Table](#pgen.1004999.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Differential expression analysis determined that transcript levels of 109 out of 137 ribosomal protein coding genes were decreased more than 1.5-fold ([Fig. 1C](#pgen.1004999.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [S3 Table](#pgen.1004999.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, only 3 ribosomal protein-coding genes had more than 1.5-fold increase in expression ([Fig. 1C](#pgen.1004999.g001){ref-type="fig"}). It is also interesting to note that the average transcript length from the down-regulated ribosomal protein-coding mRNAs is 916 nucleotides putting many of the transcripts within the approximate length limits for the NNS pathway.

Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated comparing the average log~2~ fold-change values obtained in our RNA-Seq dataset (n = 4) and in a recent tiling array study by Castelnuovo *et al* 2014 \[[@pgen.1004999.ref052],[@pgen.1004999.ref053]\]. The correlation coefficient when comparing these two datasets is 0.751 ([Fig. 2A](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"}), a value indicating that there is a strong positive correlation between the two datasets similar to the extent of correlation previously found when comparing RNA-Seq to the tiling array platform \[[@pgen.1004999.ref054]\]. Interestingly, the highly abundant sn/snoRNA transcripts had poor correlation across the two platforms, represented as red dots in [Fig. 2A](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"} (values also given in [S4 Table](#pgen.1004999.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It has previously been shown that RNA-Seq has a capacity for much greater dynamic range than microarrays, which can be saturated by very abundant transcripts and may not be able to quantitatively detect transcripts expressed at low levels \[[@pgen.1004999.ref056]\]. For this reason, we propose that the differences seen between our dataset and previously published tiling array data are due to the increased dynamic range obtained with deep transcriptome coverage obtained by our RNA-Seq experiments. Considering that sn/snoRNAs are highly abundant and that they are one of the primary cellular targets of Rrp6 activity \[[@pgen.1004999.ref014]--[@pgen.1004999.ref016]\], the ability to accurately measure the abundance of snRNAs in this instance is a distinct advantage of using RNA-Seq. To compare the detection and quantification of extended 3' ends of a selection of snRNAs in WT versus *rrp6Δ* cells, area-under-the-curve values were calculated for snR33 and snR37 using our RNA-Seq data compared to data from previously published tiling array dataset ([Fig. 2B-D](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"}, \[[@pgen.1004999.ref052]\]). To estimate the degree of extended transcript accumulation in *rrp6Δ*, the ET area was normalized against the area under the curve for the entire transcript resulting in a percent of extended transcript value ([Fig. 1B](#pgen.1004999.g001){ref-type="fig"}). For snR37 and snR33, which have extended 3' ends, there are significantly more extended reads in the *RRP6* mutant than in wild-type in both the sequencing and array data sets ([Fig. 2](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"}). This agrees with the known role of Rrp6 to trim 3' ends of snRNAs after termination. However, the relative ratios of these extended transcripts to the sense transcript appear to be much higher in the tiling array data than in the sequencing data in RNA isolated from *RRP6* deletion strains. For instance, approximately 11% of snR37 transcripts appeared extended in the tiling arrays dataset as opposed to 0.3% when analyzed by RNA-Seq ([Fig. 2B](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"}). RNA sequencing read count values in our study span 5 orders of magnitude while the tiling array data only covers 3--4 orders of magnitude, likely causing a loss of accurate detection of highly abundant fully processed sn/snoRNAs (compare [Fig. 2C](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 2D](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The highly abundant processed snR37 or snR33 peaks are clearly distinguished from extended products using RNA-Seq ([Fig. 2](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Our data suggests that the relative effects of the loss of *RRP6* on the steady state levels of these extended transcripts is much less dramatic than previously described and that accurate quantitation of steady state levels of the processed snRNA upon loss of *RRP6* was not previously obtained due to limited dynamic range.

![Comparison of highly abundant sn/snoRNA transcripts from *rrp6Δ* and WT strains obtained through tiling array or RNA sequencing.\
(A) Comparison of a recent *rrp6Δ* tiling array dataset \[[@pgen.1004999.ref051]\] and RNA-sequencing data collected in this study by plotting the average log~2~ ratio values (*rrp6Δ* / WT) for all transcripts. All annotated transcripts included in both data sets are represented by gray circles. All sn/snoRNAs are highlighted in red circles. The Pearson correlation coefficient (*r*) between these datasets = 0.751, indicating a modest positive correlation between the two data sets. (B) Area under the curve calculation for snR37 extended transcripts (labeled as "ET") from wild-type and *rrp6Δ* strains. The area calculated for snR37-ET annotation was divided by the area calculated for the entire snR37 to snR37-ET annotation to calculate the percentage of the entire transcript area located in the snR37-ET region (see diagram under (C) and (D) for locations of annotations). Values are shown as averages ± standard deviations for sequencing data are in black, tiling array data is in red. (C) Previously published tiling array intensity values \[[@pgen.1004999.ref059]\] at snR37 using probe mid-position (8 nucleotides apart), for comparison with (D) mapped reads from RNA-Seq data at snR37 (single nucleotide resolution). Tiling array data represented in log~2~ scale. RNA-Seq data represented in log~10~ scale. In both graphs, wild-type RNA levels are shown in black, and *rrp6Δ* RNA levels are in red. Locations of annotated snRNA transcript (shown in black) and the extended transcript region annotated in this study (shown in green) are drawn to scale on each plot.](pgen.1004999.g002){#pgen.1004999.g002}

Analysis of snRNA termination in *RRP6* deletion mutants {#sec004}
--------------------------------------------------------

Loss of *RRP6* results in improper 3' end processing of multiple sn/snoRNAs. Such 3' end processing defects could cause instability of snRNAs that leads to changes in their overall expression levels in cells \[[@pgen.1004999.ref057],[@pgen.1004999.ref058]\]. Based on our differential expression analysis, 24 of the 78 sn/snoRNAs show decreased expression of at least 1.5-fold (log~2~ ≥ -0.6) in *rrp6Δ* versus wild-type cells with false discovery rates of ≤ 0.1 ([S2 Table](#pgen.1004999.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To better understand the role of Rrp6 in global snRNA 3' end processing, the length and intensity of snRNA extended transcripts was analyzed in *rrp6Δ* cells through manual annotation of the extended transcripts (annotated as "ETs") observed in our RNA-Seq dataset ([S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The length of snRNA transcript extension was compared to the annotated length of [N]{.ul}rd1-[u]{.ul}nterminated [t]{.ul}ranscripts (NUTs) and [c]{.ul}ryptic [u]{.ul}nstable [t]{.ul}ranscripts (CUTs) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref011],[@pgen.1004999.ref048]\]. Additionally, we performed ChIP-exo according to established protocols to generate high-resolution maps of RNAPII localization throughout the yeast genomes in wild-type and *RRP6* deletion cells with Rpb3-FLAG strains made for this study ([S1B Fig](#pgen.1004999.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref055]\]. It was recently reported that NUT annotations were significantly longer than CUT annotations, suggesting that Rrp6 is required for 3' end processing of NNS terminated transcripts but is not directly involved in NNS termination \[[@pgen.1004999.ref048]\]. Comparison of our datasets from RNA sequencing and ChIP-exo to NUT annotations as well as direct comparison of specific transcripts in *rrp6Δ* cells to NNS pathway mutants via northern blot analysis allowed us to discover a requirement for Rrp6 in Nrd1-dependent RNAPII termination.

It has previously been reported that some snRNAs are significantly longer in Nrd1-depleted cells than in *rrp6Δ*, and our dataset confirms these findings. Previously published data by Kim *et al*. has shown a large extension for snR13 in *SEN1* and *NRD1* mutant strains, with the snR13 transcript extended across the coding region of *TRS31* \[[@pgen.1004999.ref020]\]. This extension at snR13 has also been reported in *SSU72* mutant strains \[[@pgen.1004999.ref052],[@pgen.1004999.ref056],[@pgen.1004999.ref057]\]. NUT0167 was annotated as an Nrd1-dependent unterminated transcript at snR13 following Nrd1 nuclear depletion. Kim *et al*. identified both normal length and an extended snR13 transcript in *rrp6∆* cells, which corresponds to the pre-snRNA transcript that is not correctly processed in the absence of Rrp6 by northern blotting. For direct comparison of our dataset to previous work, we compared our RNA-Seq and ChIP-exo results to northern blot analysis using a strand specific probe against the processed version of snR13 ([Fig. 3](#pgen.1004999.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The extended transcript detected in Nrd1 nuclear depletion experiments was annotated as NUT0167 and is 1378 nucleotides longer than the pre-snR13 transcript observed in our *rrp6∆* RNA-Seq samples ([Fig. 3A](#pgen.1004999.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In agreement, we observed a transcript approximately 1500 nucleotides long by northern blotting in the *NRD1-*temperature sensitive *(ts)* mutant (*nrd1Δ151--214* that lacks the Nab3 interaction domain \[[@pgen.1004999.ref034],[@pgen.1004999.ref058],[@pgen.1004999.ref059]\]) following 30 or 60 minute heat shock. Long extended transcripts were also observed in *ssu72 TOV*, a "[t]{.ul}erminator [ov]{.ul}erride" mutant previously shown to be deficient in Nrd1-dependent termination (kindly provided from the Reines lab) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref060]\]. However, no such read-through transcript is observed in the *rrp6∆* cells by RNA-Seq or by northern blotting, only the unprocessed pre-snR13 ([Fig. 3A, D](#pgen.1004999.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Supporting the RNA transcript data, we see no shift in RNAPII localization in this region as detected by Rpb3-FLAG ChIP-exo sequencing ([Fig. 3B](#pgen.1004999.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Previous studies to identify Nrd1 RNA binding sites using PAR-CLIP sequencing revealed a strong Nrd1 signal just downstream of the annotation for the mature snR13 transcript supporting the role of the NNS pathway in termination in this region (\[[@pgen.1004999.ref039]\], [Fig. 3B](#pgen.1004999.g003){ref-type="fig"}). No significant changes were observed in the expression levels of snR13 or *TRS31*, which also suggests that snR13 is correctly terminated in *rrp6∆* ([Fig. 2C](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these data clearly show that Rrp6 is not required for termination through the NNS pathway at snR13 in agreement with previous findings.

![Termination of the C/D box small nucleolar RNA snR13 transcript does not require Rrp6.\
(A) Graphical representation of strand-specific RNA-seq reads mapped to snR13-*YDR473C* region. Reads mapped to the positive strand are on top in red, while reads mapped to the negative strand are on the bottom in blue. The location and direction of transcription for all analyzed annotations are diagrammed below the graphs to scale. Processed length of snRNAs and mRNAs are in black, snRNA-[e]{.ul}xtended [t]{.ul}ranscripts, including pre-snRNAs and termination read-through products, are in green (labeled "ETs"), NUTs are in aqua, and arrows indicate direction of transcription. The dotted black line marks the transcription start site (TSS) of *TRS31*. (B) Rpb3-FLAG localization as determined by ChIP-exo sequencing reads mapped to the same region and aligned to (A). Wild-type normalized read counts are in black, and *rrp6Δ* are in orange. Nrd1 binding sites as determined by PAR-CLIP from Creamer *et al* \[[@pgen.1004999.ref039]\] are shown for comparison in aqua. (C) Average normalized read counts ± standard deviations for significantly altered transcripts in *rrp6Δ* versus wild-type (n = 4). Two stars represent a p-value of \<0.01 as determined by an unpaired, two-tailed student's t-test. The colors of the bars in each graph correspond to the color representing the related annotation. (D) Strand-specific northern blot analysis using a 5' end labeled DNA oligonucleotide probe specific to the processed region of snR13 directly comparing *rrp6Δ* to mutants known to be defective in Nrd1-dependent termination. The temperature sensitive *nrd1Δ151--214* strain was grown at 30°C overnight, diluted to an OD~600~ of 0.5, and grown at 37°C for 30 minutes or 60 minutes as indicated. The *ssu72 TOV* strain has been previously shown by Loya et al. \[[@pgen.1004999.ref060]\] to bypass Nrd1-dependent termination at the *IMD2* locus. The 26S and 18S ribosomal RNAs are shown as a loading control (bottom).](pgen.1004999.g003){#pgen.1004999.g003}

However, in contrast to previous conclusions that Rrp6 is dispensable for snRNA termination, our data indicates that a subset of snRNA transcripts require Rrp6 for proper RNAPII termination *in vivo* \[[@pgen.1004999.ref020],[@pgen.1004999.ref048]\]. As shown in [Fig. 4A](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"}, the apparent length of snR3 in *rrp6Δ* cells as revealed by RNA-Seq is 1396 nucleotides whereas the annotation for NUT0426 is 3363 nucleotides long ([Fig. 4A](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the Rrp6-dependent snR3 extension is 246 nucleotides longer than the three tandem CUTs (CUT221, 222, and 223) previously annotated from tiling array data \[[@pgen.1004999.ref052]\]. All three CUTs were significantly up-regulated in *rrp6Δ* as expected ([Fig. 4B](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). Interestingly, a comparison of the 4tU-Seq data used to annotated the NUTs with our RNA-Seq data clearly shows a difference in the length of the Nrd1-unterminated transcript NUT0426 resulting from snR3 read-through than that observed upon deletion of *RRP6* ([S2 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). However, it is interesting to note that the overall read count for the snR3 read-through product in the 4tU-Seq dataset decreases dramatically just 3' to the read-through observed in *rrp6Δ*, suggesting that the majority of transcripts are terminated at the location indicated in the *rrp6∆* RNA-Seq ([Fig. 4](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"}, [S2 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). ChIP-exo analysis of RNAPII localization in this region revealed an increase in RNAPII density just downstream of snR3 in the *rrp6Δ* cells when compared to WT ([Fig. 4B](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"}, arrow 1). This increase in downstream RNAPII corresponds to the increased level of RNA detected downstream of snR3 in [Fig. 4A](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"} past the pre-snRNA transcript and previously mapped Nrd1 and Nab3 binding sites located \~400bp from the start of the snR3 transcript \[[@pgen.1004999.ref039],[@pgen.1004999.ref047]\]. Although the RNAPII density decreases just before the 3' end of the snR3-ETs annotation, it remains slightly elevated in *rrp6Δ* compared to wild-type throughout the NUT0426 annotation region, indicated by arrow \#2 ([Fig. 4B](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Differential expression analysis also revealed highly significant down-regulation of the snR3 convergent, "tail-to-tail," gene *YJR129C* likely as a result of extended snR3 transcripts in *rrp6Δ* cells ([Fig. 4C](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggest that extension of snR3 causes transcription interference at *YJR129C* as was also reported in Nrd1 nuclear depletion experiments \[[@pgen.1004999.ref046]\]. To definitively determine the length of the snR3 transcripts and compare *rrp6∆* cells directly to an *NRD1* mutant, we also performed northern blot analysis with a probe that recognizes the short, processed snR3. A transcript that is approximately 4000 nucleotides long was detected in *rrp6Δ*, *nrd1-ts* mutants, and the *ssu72 TOV* ([Fig. 4D](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"}). This transcript is approximately the length expected for NUT0426. We also detected two shorter transcripts approximately 500 and 1000 nucleotides long in the *nrd1-ts* and *rrp6Δ* cells. Together, these data clearly show that Rrp6 is required for proper RNAPII termination at snR3.

![The H/ACA box small nucleolar RNA snR3 requires Rrp6 for efficient termination.\
(A) Graphical representation of strand-specific RNA-Seq reads mapped to snR3-*STR2* region. Reads mapped to the positive strand are on top in red, while reads mapped to the negative strand are on the bottom in blue. The location and direction of transcription for all analyzed annotations are diagrammed below the graphs to scale. Processed length of snRNAs and mRNAs are in black, snRNA-[e]{.ul}xtended [t]{.ul}ranscripts, including pre-snRNAs and termination read-through products, are in green (labeled "ETs"), an additional region of extended transcript that was not annotated due to its low abundance is shown as a dashed green box, NUTs are in aqua, CUTs are in gray, and arrows indicate direction of transcription. The dotted black line marks the transcription start site (TSS) of *YJR129C*. (B) Rpb3-FLAG localization as determined by ChIP-exo sequencing reads mapped to the same region and aligned to (A). Wild-type normalized read counts are in black, and *rrp6Δ* normalized read counts are in orange. (C) Average normalized read counts ± standard deviations for significantly altered transcripts in *rrp6Δ* versus wild-type (n = 4). Two stars indicate a p-value of \<0.01, and three stars indicate a p-value of \<0.001 as determined by an unpaired, two-tailed student's t-test. The colors of the bars in each graph correspond to the color representing the related annotation. (D) Strand-specific northern blot analysis using a 5' end labeled DNA oligonucleotide probe specific to the processed region of snR3 directly comparing *rrp6Δ* to mutants known to be defective in Nrd1-dependent termination. Transcripts of interest are indicated to the right of the figure. The 26S and 18S ribosomal RNAs are shown as a loading control (bottom).](pgen.1004999.g004){#pgen.1004999.g004}

*RRP6* deletion results in extension of snRNA transcripts leading to down-regulation of neighboring genes {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several genes downstream of snRNAs transcribed from the opposite DNA strand were found to be significantly down-regulated when transcript extension was high in *rrp6Δ* cells. We focused on snRNAs with "tail-to-tail" or convergent genes because the strand specific sequencing data allows us to distinguish between reads mapped to the two different transcripts. As mentioned in the example of snR3, the expression of neighboring downstream gene *YJR129C* is down almost three-fold ([Fig. 4C](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The detectable snR3 transcript maps beyond the transcription start site (TSS) for *YJR129C* suggesting that transcription interference is the likely mode of *YJR129C* repression as diagrammed in [S3A Fig](#pgen.1004999.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Additional examples of snRNA termination defects causing transcription interference at downstream genes are shown in [Fig. 5](#pgen.1004999.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S3 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. As shown in [S3 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}., snR11 has a downstream gene transcribed on the opposite strand, *CMC4* ([S3C Fig](#pgen.1004999.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). snR11 has a long region of RNA-seq reads in *rrp6Δ* cells that extends beyond the *CMC4* TSS, and *CMC4* expression is decreased by more than half ([S3C Fig](#pgen.1004999.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. and [S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, northern blot analysis with a single stranded oligonucleotide probe detecting the short, processed snR11 does not show read-through transcripts \>1000 bp in any of the samples, including the mutants known to have defective Nrd1 termination ([S3B Fig](#pgen.1004999.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). Since there is no detectable read-through snR11 transcript in the *nrd1-ts* mutant, the transcript encoded in the region annotated "snR11-ETs" and "NUT0607" is likely initiated at start site downstream of the snR11 sequence recognized by our probe. The lack of highly extended transcripts, readily distinguishable by northern blot, shows the limitation of using short sequencing reads for transcript annotation ([S3 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). Interestingly, Rpb3-FLAG ChIP-exo data shows that the peak of polymerase localization at snR11 is extended farther 3' in *rrp6Δ* cells than in wild type cells indicated by arrow \#1, and this extension does indeed overlap the TSS of *CMC4* ([S3D Fig](#pgen.1004999.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). Polymerase occupancy quickly decreases just beyond the *CMC4* TSS but remains higher than in wild type cells. The increase in polymerase localization in *rrp6Δ* downstream of the native termination site for snR11 suggests that loss of *rrp6Δ* decreases the efficiency of snR11 termination leading to a small degree of read-through that is sufficient to cause transcription interference at *CMC4*.

![Rrp6 is required for NNS-dependent termination and RNA processing of the snR71 transcript.\
(A) Graphical representation of strand-specific RNA-seq reads mapped to snR71-extended region. Reads mapped to the positive strand are on top in red, while reads mapped to the negative strand are on the bottom in blue. The location and direction of transcription for all analyzed annotations are diagrammed below the graphs to scale. Processed length of snRNAs and mRNAs are in black, snRNA-[e]{.ul}xtended [t]{.ul}ranscripts, including pre-snRNAs and termination read-through products, are in green (labeled "ETs"), NUTs are in aqua, CUTs are in gray, and bent arrows indicate direction of transcription. The dotted black line marks the transcription start site (TSS) of *LIN1*. (B) Rpb3-FLAG localization as determined by ChIP-exo sequencing reads mapped to the same region and aligned to (A). Wild-type normalized read counts are in black, and *rrp6Δ* are in orange. Red arrows indicate areas of discussion in the text. (C) Average normalized read counts ± standard deviations for significantly altered transcripts in *rrp6Δ* versus wild-type (n = 4). One star indicates a p-value of \<0.05, two stars indicate a p-value of \<0.01, and three stars indicate a p-value of \<0.001 as determined by an unpaired, two-tailed student's t-test. The colors of the bars in each graph correspond to the color representing the related annotation. (D) Strand-specific northern blot analysis using a 5' end labeled probe specific to the processed region of snR71 directly comparing *rrp6Δ* to NNS termination mutants. The 26S and 18S ribosomal RNAs are shown as a loading control (bottom).](pgen.1004999.g005){#pgen.1004999.g005}

A substantial read-through transcript (1442 nucleotides) was detected at snR71, a C/D box small nucleolar RNA gene, in *rrp6Δ* cells that extends well beyond the TSS of downstream gene *LIN1*, which is significantly down-regulated ([Fig. 5A, C](#pgen.1004999.g005){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref061],[@pgen.1004999.ref062]\]. There is a 2281 nucleotide long NUT annotated at this locus (NUT0349) that overlaps with a second downstream gene, *REC104*, which is on the same strand as snR71 ([Fig. 5A](#pgen.1004999.g005){ref-type="fig"}). With strand specific sequencing, it cannot be absolutely determined if reads mapped to the *REC104* locus are from *REC104* transcripts, from a much longer snR71 read-through transcript, or from a combination of both. To answer this question and compare the effects of *RRP6* deletion to mutants with defective Nrd1-termination directly, we performed northern blot analysis with a short probe specific to the processed snR71 transcript ([Fig. 5D](#pgen.1004999.g005){ref-type="fig"}). We see a striking band at approximately 1700 nucleotides in *rrp6Δ*, *nrd1-ts*, *and Ssu72 TOV* cells. This suggests that a percentage of RNAPIIs transcribing snR71 in all of these mutant strands can escape the Nrd1-termination pathway and are hence terminated much farther downstream ([Fig. 5](#pgen.1004999.g005){ref-type="fig"}). This is supported by the Rpb3-FLAG ChIP-exo data that shows an increase in polymerase localization downstream of snR71 in *rrp6Δ* cells compared to wild type cells along the full length of the NUT0349 annotation ([Fig. 5B](#pgen.1004999.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the expression level of the annotated mature snR71 region is also significantly decreased ([Fig. 5C](#pgen.1004999.g005){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting there may be some instability or other defects caused by improper 3' processing and/or termination caused by loss of Rrp6.

Overall these data show that multiple transcripts downstream of snRNAs have significant changes in expression following deletion of *RRP6*. ChIP-exo analysis of RNAPII (Rpb3-FLAG) clearly show that RNAPII terminates downstream of its normal stopping point in WT cells at specific snRNAs leading to mislocalization and causing transcription interference at downstream genes (Figs. [4](#pgen.1004999.g004){ref-type="fig"} [5](#pgen.1004999.g005){ref-type="fig"}, and [S3 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). In this model, ineffective termination of the snRNAs results in transcription interference at the downstream gene as previously described following inactivation of Nrd1 ([S3A Fig](#pgen.1004999.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. \[[@pgen.1004999.ref046]\]). These findings, taken together with the similar lengths of Rrp6-dependent snRNA transcripts and Nrd1-dependent transcript annotations (NUTs), support the hypothesis that Rrp6 serves as important regulator of NNS-dependent termination at specific sn/snoRNAs.

*RRP6* is required for proper RNAPII termination of NNS-dependent regulatory non-coding RNAs {#sec006}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to extension of snRNA transcripts, changes in expression and/or apparent length of other previously described noncoding RNAs, such as CUTs, SUTs, and NUTs, were also detected with corresponding down-regulation of neighboring genes in cells lacking Rrp6 suggesting transcription interference. A number of these transcripts have been well-characterized as extended following depletion or genetic inactivation of NNS components but not the exonuclease *RRP6*. An early and well-characterized example of a gene that is regulated by Nrd1-dependent termination is the *NRD1* gene itself \[[@pgen.1004999.ref030],[@pgen.1004999.ref063],[@pgen.1004999.ref064]\]. There are a cluster of multiple Nrd1 and Nab3 binding sites in the 5' UTR of the Nrd1 mRNA leading to early termination of the transcript and autoregulation of Nrd1 expression levels through a mechanism that also requires Sen1 \[[@pgen.1004999.ref019],[@pgen.1004999.ref038],[@pgen.1004999.ref039],[@pgen.1004999.ref064]\]. In expression analysis of the RNA-seq data, we see nearly a 2-fold increase in the expression of the *NRD1* transcript in *rrp6Δ*, as well as an increase in CUT320, a noncoding transcript near the *NRD1* promoter on the opposite strand ([Fig. 6A](#pgen.1004999.g006){ref-type="fig"}). For comparison, Nab3 mRNA levels were not significantly changed by *RRP6* deletion ([S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since Rrp6 is responsible for the degradation of the short *NRD1* transcript, this increase in expression could be attributed to stabilization of terminated transcript. Alternatively, increased expression of *NRD1* in *rrp6Δ* cells could suggest that the early termination sites are not being utilized by the Nrd1 pathway as often in the *rrp6Δ* cells leading to transcription of the full-length mRNA. Analysis of RNAPII occupancy at the *NRD1* gene in the ChIP-exo dataset can distinguish these two possibilities ([Fig. 6B](#pgen.1004999.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In wild type cells, there are several peaks of RNAPII at the 5' end of the *NRD1* gene that quickly decreases to low levels along the *NRD1* coding region in agreement with previous findings in an Nrd1 mutant \[[@pgen.1004999.ref064]\]. In fact, comparison of the ChIP-exo data with Nrd1 RNA binding sites mapped by PAR-CLIP reveal that the majority of RNAPII terminates just downstream of the final Nrd1 binding site in WT cells ([Fig. 6B](#pgen.1004999.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In *rrp6Δ* cells, the intense peaks of RNAPII localization at the 5'UTR are shifted 3' and RNAPII localization is higher along the entire length of the gene, including a higher peak at the poly-A dependent termination site of the full-length transcript ([Fig. 6B](#pgen.1004999.g006){ref-type="fig"}). This supports the hypothesis that the NNS-termination pathway is not terminating the short 5'UTR transcript efficiently in *rrp6Δ* cells and that RNAPII continues down the length of the gene producing the full transcript and increasing overall *NRD1* expression levels ([Fig. 6](#pgen.1004999.g006){ref-type="fig"}). The requirement for multiple Nrd1-Nab3 RNA binding sites at *NRD1* when compared to RNAPII ChIP-exo data suggest that NNS-dependent termination requires multiple Nrd1 and/or Nab3 binding sites to effectively terminate RNAPII as has been previously proposed ([Fig. 6B](#pgen.1004999.g006){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref027],[@pgen.1004999.ref039]\]. The 3' shift in RNAPII localization observed at *NRD1* supports this hypothesis.

![*NRD1* early termination requires Rrp6 for efficient RNAPII termination.\
(A) Early termination model of NNS-dependent transcription attenuation. A hypothetical gene 'Gene X' is shown with the coding region (solid lines) and UTRs (dashed lines) drawn. Locations of Nrd1 or Nab3 binding sites (aqua) or the Polyadenylation site (red) are drawn above the figure. In brief, early termination by the NNS pathway prevents transcription of the full length gene. (B) Average normalized read counts ± standard deviations for *NRD1* and CUT320 transcripts in *rrp6Δ* versus wild-type (n = 3). One star indicates a p-value of \<0.05 and two stars indicate a p-value of \<0.01. (C) Rpb3-FLAG localization as determined by ChIP-exo sequencing reads mapped to the *NRD1* region. Wild-type reads are in black, and *rrp6Δ* are in orange. The location and direction of transcription for all analyzed annotations are diagrammed below the graphs to scale. Length of mRNAs including untranslated regions are in black, CUTs are in gray, and NUTs are in aqua. Nrd1 binding sites as determined by PAR-CLIP from Creamer *et al* \[[@pgen.1004999.ref039]\] are shown in aqua for comparison. The scale for Nrd1 PAR-CLIP data is shown to the right.](pgen.1004999.g006){#pgen.1004999.g006}

Changes in RNAPII occupancy downstream of known NNS-dependent early termination (also known as attenuated) targets was also observed at *HRP1* and *SRG1-SER3* ([S4 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. and [S5 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). The RNAPII occupancy at *HRP1* shows similar changes as seen at *NRD1* with the majority of RNAPII terminating early in WT cells while showing a 3' shift (arrow \#1) and persistence through the coding region (arrow \#2) in *rrp6Δ* ([S4A Fig](#pgen.1004999.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). RNA-Seq analysis also revealed an increase in downstream *HRP1* RNA levels relative to WT ([S4B Fig](#pgen.1004999.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). Another well-characterized example of upstream noncoding RNA regulation occurs at the *SRG1-SER3* region. *SRG1* (*SER3* regulatory gene 1) is a known non-coding RNA whose transcription down-regulates expression of *SER3* \[[@pgen.1004999.ref065]\]. *SRG1* RNA is bound by both Nrd1 and Nab3 just prior to the *SER3* transcribed region, which could then terminate *SRG1* transcription to prevent interference with *SER3* \[[@pgen.1004999.ref031],[@pgen.1004999.ref047]\]. SRG1 can also be terminated through a polyA-dependent pathway at a site downstream of the NNS termination site(s) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref031]\]. ChIP-exo revealed that RNAPII occupancy also shifts 3' in *rrp6Δ* cells with increased RNAPII occupancy in the *SER3* coding region ([S5A Fig](#pgen.1004999.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). An increase in specific *SRG1* transcripts including a *SRG1*:*SER3* chimeric transcript has previously been observed in Nrd1-depletion *rrp6Δ* cells \[[@pgen.1004999.ref031]\]. Our data suggests that defective termination of *SRG1* can occur in *rrp6Δ* cells even in the absence of Nrd1 disruption ([S5 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). These data clearly show that Rrp6 is required for NNS-dependent termination of regulatory non-coding RNAs that participate in gene expression attenuation.

There are multiple published examples of transcription interference by CUTs in which an antisense CUT regulates the expression of the sense gene in *cis* through transcript extension across the sense gene promoter \[[@pgen.1004999.ref050],[@pgen.1004999.ref066],[@pgen.1004999.ref067],[@pgen.1004999.ref068],[@pgen.1004999.ref069]\]. These lncRNA-type transcripts have also been shown to be required for efficient gene activation \[[@pgen.1004999.ref070]\]. Expression of the *FMP40* transcript has been previously shown by several groups to be regulated by an Nrd1-terminated antisense transcript initiating at the 3' end of *FMP40* \[[@pgen.1004999.ref028],[@pgen.1004999.ref039],[@pgen.1004999.ref071]\]. The *FMP40* antisense transcript (also known as CUT882 and *YPL222C-A)* is readily detectable in our RNA-sequencing data from WT cells and it is significantly upregulated in *rrp6Δ* cells as has been previously reported ([Fig. 7A and C](#pgen.1004999.g007){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref010],[@pgen.1004999.ref011],[@pgen.1004999.ref072],[@pgen.1004999.ref073]\]. Mapped sequencing reads suggest that the antisense transcript was significantly longer in *rrp6Δ* than in wild type (specifically in the region of CUT882), supporting the hypothesis that Nrd1-termination is not as efficient in *rrp6Δ* mutants. To determine the length of the antisense transcript in *rrp6Δ* and compare to an *nrd1*-ts mutant, we performed northern blot analysis with strand specific oligonucleotide probes to *FMP40* and its antisense transcript *YPL222C-A* ([Fig. 7D](#pgen.1004999.g007){ref-type="fig"}). By northern blot, *YPL222C-A* transcripts are detected as smears extending into the region of the CUT882 annotation suggesting that these transcripts terminate at multiple 3' end locations as has previously been shown for other specific CUTs including *NEL025c* \[[@pgen.1004999.ref009]\]. The *YPL222C-A* antisense transcripts were not detected in WT cells by northern blot even after an extended exposure time ([Fig. 7D](#pgen.1004999.g007){ref-type="fig"}). In the *nrd1*-ts mutant, there is an accumulation of a strong band \~4500 nucleotides long in the *YPL222C-A* blot, and the *FMP40* transcript is undetectable as a consequence of transcription interference. There is a band of the same size in the *rrp6Δ*, although it is not as abundant as observed in the Nrd1 mutant. There are also shorter transcripts present in *YPL222C-A* blots in the *nrd1-ts* mutant that are also present in the *rrp6Δ* cells ([Fig. 7D](#pgen.1004999.g007){ref-type="fig"}). RNAPII localization in the *FMP40* region was determined by ChIP-exo and clearly shows that the majority of polymerase was localized at the 5' end of the antisense *YPL222C-A* transcript, even in wild-type cells ([Fig. 7B](#pgen.1004999.g007){ref-type="fig"}). The highest peaks of RNAPII localization at *YPL222C-A* are of similar intensity in WT and *rrp6Δ* cells, but polymerase spreads 3' in *rrp6Δ* and continues to be higher through the CUT882 annotation and past the *FMP40* promoter. These data indicate that the antisense transcript is terminated less efficiently in *rrp6Δ* cells leading to increased RNAPII occupancy downstream of the normal *YPL222C-A*/CUT882 termination site. The RNAPII occupancy data also suggest that CUT882 is an extended transcript of *YPL222C-A* that occurs as a consequence of inefficient RNAPII termination in *rrp6Δ* ([Fig. 7B](#pgen.1004999.g007){ref-type="fig"}, red arrows). In *nrd1Δ151--214* temperature sensitive mutants, *YPL222C-A* termination rarely occurs resulting in a 4500-nucleotide antisense transcript that is also seen at low levels in *rrp6Δ* ([Fig. 7D](#pgen.1004999.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

![The *FMP40* antisense transcript *YPL222C-A* is extended in *rrp6Δ* deletion cells as a result of inefficient RNAPII termination.\
(A) Graphical representation of strand-specific RNA-seq reads mapped to *FMP40* region. Reads mapped to the positive strand are on top in red, while reads mapped to the negative strand are on the bottom in blue. The location and direction of transcription for all analyzed annotations are diagrammed below the graphs to scale. Length of mRNAs including untranslated regions are in black, CUTs are in gray, dubious ORFs (an antisense transcript named *YPL222C-A*) are in tan, and bent arrows indicate direction of the TSS. The dotted black lines mark the 3' end of the annotations for CUT882 and *YPL222C-A*. (B) Rpb3-FLAG localization as determined by ChIP-exo sequencing reads mapped to the same region and aligned to (A). Wild-type reads are in black, and *rrp6Δ* are in orange. Red arrows note areas of interest. (C) Average normalized read counts ± standard deviations for significantly altered transcripts in *rrp6Δ* versus wild-type (n = 4). Three stars indicate a p-value of \<0.001 as determined by an unpaired, two-tailed student's t-test. The colors of the bars in each graph correspond to the color representing the related annotation. (D) Strand-specific northern blot analysis using a 5' end labeled probes specific to either *FMP40* or *YPL222C-A* directly comparing *rrp6Δ* to mutants known to be defective in NNS termination. The 26S and 18S ribosomal RNAs are shown as a loading control (bottom).](pgen.1004999.g007){#pgen.1004999.g007}

Discussion {#sec007}
==========

Through comparison of RNA-Seq and RNAPII ChIP-exo datasets, these data clearly show that NNS-terminator read-through occurs at a significant number of NNS-target genes in the absence of the 3--5' exonuclease Rrp6. These findings support the hypothesis that the NNS pathway requires Rrp6 function for both 3' end processing and NNS-dependent termination of specific transcripts. Overall, these data show a striking similarity between the annotations for Nrd1 unterminated transcripts (NUTs) at many locations and the transcripts observed following deletion of the nuclear specific 3'-5' exonuclease subunit Rrp6 genome-wide. The tight coupling of the NNS pathway with exosome function has been previously characterized; however our findings are the first to demonstrate on a large scale that Rrp6 function is required for termination through the NNS pathway at specific transcripts. We have also shown that deletion of *RRP6* causes changes in RNAPII localization that are indicative of termination defects. The comparison of changes in RNA transcript signals to actual changes in RNAPII occupancy allowed us to distinguish between effects of RNAPII termination events versus exonuclease-dependent RNA processing, which was of particular importance for this study. Although it has been proposed that Nrd1-unterminated transcripts (NUTs) aresignificantly longer than CUTs, our data clearly shows that specific NNS-dependent transcripts rely on Rrp6 for proper termination while others do not. For instance, snr71 transcripts show a requirement for Rrp6, Nrd1, and Ssu72 for termination, while snR13 does not require Rrp6 (Figs. [3](#pgen.1004999.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pgen.1004999.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The cryptic transcript CUT882 that is associated with *FMP40/YPL22C-A* also shows a requirement for Rrp6 for termination but it appears that the CUT882 transcript is significantly longer in *nrd1∆151--214* temperature sensitive strains ([Fig. 7](#pgen.1004999.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Previous studies have found other extended CUT transcripts (eCUTs; specifically CUT060 and CUT095) to be significantly longer in Nrd1 mutants than in *rrp6Δ* as well \[[@pgen.1004999.ref048],[@pgen.1004999.ref058]\]. The mechanisms that underlie the specific requirement for Rrp6 at some transcripts for Nrd1 termination are unknown, but we would speculate that the requirement for Rrp6 in NNS-termination is mediated through its interaction with Nrd1 \[[@pgen.1004999.ref007],[@pgen.1004999.ref008],[@pgen.1004999.ref049]\]. Future studies will also be needed to determine if the requirement for Rrp6 in NNS termination is direct or occurs through an indirect mechanism.

In this study, we have performed multiple biological replicates (n = 4) to provide highly accurate differential expression analysis for all classes of annotated transcripts. In addition, we have included differential expression analysis of 1215 antisense transcripts that were significantly changed in *rrp6Δ*, the majority of which (76%) were upregulated. These data will serve as a valuable resource to determine the diverse roles of the NNS pathway and Rrp6 in transcriptome-wide gene expression regulation. Our dataset also shows that the increased dynamic range and resolution provided by RNA-Seq and ChIP-exo gives a distinct advantage in precise mapping of the transcripts that accumulate following deletion of *RRP6* \[[@pgen.1004999.ref010],[@pgen.1004999.ref011],[@pgen.1004999.ref048]\]. Using RNA-Seq, we have determined that loss of Rrp6 leads to decreased expression of the majority of sn/snoRNA transcripts. Additionally, we have found that the mRNA transcripts from ribosomal protein coding genes show a strong dependence on Rrp6 for control of their steady state transcript levels. Previous ChIP studies on Nrd1 have shown that although Nrd1 localizes to many ribosomal protein-coding genes, it does not directly bind to the mRNA transcripts from those genes \[[@pgen.1004999.ref039]\]. This class of mRNA transcripts may be regulated by Nrd1 and Rrp6 due to their short length and hence high levels of Ser5-phosphorylated RNAPII at their 3' ends, which could facilitate interaction with Nrd1 and regulation of termination \[[@pgen.1004999.ref008],[@pgen.1004999.ref037],[@pgen.1004999.ref074],[@pgen.1004999.ref075]\]. By comparison of our data to recent 4tU-Seq datasets following Nrd1-depletion from the nucleus, we have found that multiple ribosomal subunit mRNAs display transcript extension following loss of Nrd1 activity and have been annotated as NUTs \[[@pgen.1004999.ref048]\]. These data strongly suggest that ribosomal protein coding mRNAs may require Rrp6 and the NNS pathway for proper 3' processing and transcript stability.

It has previously been determined that the downstream region of snR13 contains both an Nrd1-dependent terminator and a polyA dependent terminator that is present only 50 nucleotides downstream of the Nrd1 terminator \[[@pgen.1004999.ref063]\]. In *rrp6Δ* cells we observed proper termination for snR13 although termination was defective in other NNS-pathway components ([Fig. 2](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to note, however, that overall levels of the mature processed snR13 transcript were not significantly changed in any of the mutant backgrounds, which is likely due to the presence of a second polyA-dependent terminator ([Fig. 2D](#pgen.1004999.g002){ref-type="fig"}). It is likely that the differences in NNS-dependent termination efficiency at specific target genes observed in *rrp6Δ* is reliant on the context of both terminators and other downstream sequence elements that can contribute to proper RNAPII termination downstream. Additional failsafe mechanisms for transcription termination have also been described in yeast that involve the nuclear RNase III enzyme Rnt1 that could contribute to proper snRNA termination in the absence of NNS-termination pathway components including Rrp6 \[[@pgen.1004999.ref076],[@pgen.1004999.ref077]\].

High-resolution RNAPII occupancy maps generated by ChIP-exo provide unique insights into the mechanisms of NNS-dependent termination. At *NRD1*, *HRP1*, and *YPL222C-A*, deletion of *RRP6* lead to a 3' shift in RNAPII localization indicating that NNS-dependent termination was delayed or less efficient (Figs. [6](#pgen.1004999.g006){ref-type="fig"},[7](#pgen.1004999.g007){ref-type="fig"},and [S4](#pgen.1004999.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This phenomena was also observed to a lesser extent at *SRG1-SER3* ([S5 Fig](#pgen.1004999.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). Interestingly, we observed distinct accumulation of RNAPII at these regions that occurred just 3' to Nrd1 and/or Nab3 binding sites that have previously been mapped by RNA-protein crosslinking approaches ([Fig. 6](#pgen.1004999.g006){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref039],[@pgen.1004999.ref047]\]. These findings suggest that termination through the NNS-pathway may be an inefficient process requiring clusters of Nrd1/Nab3 binding sites to for facilitate higher order recruitment of multiple Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimers to carry out termination, which has support from other studies \[[@pgen.1004999.ref027],[@pgen.1004999.ref059],[@pgen.1004999.ref078]\]. This hypothesis is further supported by studies that show that NNS-termination occurs in a 'termination zone' rather than a specific termination site as proposed for polyA-dependent termination pathways \[[@pgen.1004999.ref040]\]. Through this mechanism, gene expression attenuation at genes such as *NRD1* and *SRG1-SER3* would remain leaky, allowing for transcription of a small percentage of full-length transcripts even in the presence of high Nrd1-Nab3 protein levels, which is what we observe in WT cells at these genes (Figs. [6](#pgen.1004999.g006){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#pgen.1004999.g007){ref-type="fig"}, [S4](#pgen.1004999.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S5](#pgen.1004999.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The requirement for the nuclear exosome and Rrp6 for efficient NNS-regulated attenuation adds a layer of complexity to this process and another path for regulation for these tightly controlled genes.

Methods {#sec008}
=======

Yeast strains and RNA isolation {#sec009}
-------------------------------

All yeast strains used are isogenic to BY4741. *RRP6* deletion strain is from the yeast knockout collection (Open Biosystems) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref079]\]. The Rpb3-FLAG WT strain was produced by yeast transformation with a tagging cassette containing sequences for a 3X-FLAG tag upstream of the URA3 gene from the plasmid pBS1539 (primer sequences available upon request) \[[@pgen.1004999.ref080]\]. *RRP6* deletion Rpb3--3XFLAG strains were produced by amplification of the *RRP6* knockout cassette from the yeast knockout collection *RRP6* deletion strain and transformation into the wild-type Rpb3-FLAG strain. *RRP6* knockout was confirmed by PCR genotyping. RNA was extracted using the hot acid phenol method. Briefly, strains were grown in 100ml YPD medium to an OD~600~ of 0.8. Cells were collected by centrifugation, washed, and resuspended in 10ml AE buffer (50mM sodium acetate at pH 5.2, 10mM EDTA) in a Nalgene phenol-resistant 50ml tube. 800μl 20% SDS and 10ml cold acid phenol were added to each sample and mixed well by vortexing. Samples were incubated at 65°C for 10 minutes with vortexing every minute then cooled on ice for 5 minutes. Samples were centrifuged for 15 minutes at 10,000 rpm. The top phase was transferred to a pre-spun 50ml 5 PRIME Phase Lock Gel tube (Ref \# 2302870). 13ml chloroform was added and well mixed before centrifuging for 10 minutes at 3000 rpm. The top phase was poured into a new phenol-resistant tube, and 1/10 volume sodium acetate at pH 5.2 and equal volume room temperature isopropanol was added. The precipitated RNA was collected by centrifuging for 45 minutes at 12,000 rpm. The pellet was washed with 70% ethanol, allowed to dry in a fume hood, and resuspended with molecular biology grade water. The Ambion DNase-turbo kit was used to degrade any contaminating DNA. The quality of the samples was determined with an Agilent Bioanalyzer before preparation of the sequencing libraries.

ChIP-exo analysis of Rpb3-FLAG localization {#sec010}
-------------------------------------------

Chromatin IP followed by exonuclease treatment was performed using the protocol described by Rhee and Pugh with the following modifications \[[@pgen.1004999.ref055]\]. Rpb3-FLAG WT and *rrp6Δ* strains were grown to an OD~600~ = 0.8--1 prior to crosslinking with formaldehyde (Sigma, catalog \# F8775--25ML). Immunoprecipitation was performed with 50uL of anti-FLAG agarose (Sigma). Subsequent sample processing steps including exonuclease treatment and sequencing library preparation were performed as previously described \[[@pgen.1004999.ref055]\].

Northern blot analysis {#sec011}
----------------------

30ug of total RNA was loaded per lane on a 1.5% and separated by electrophoresis at 120 volts for 1 hour at 4°C. The RNA was transferred to Bio-Rad Zeta-Probe blotting membranes by capillary overnight. Transfer efficiency was determined by Methylene Blue staining. DNA oligonucleotide probes listed in [S5 Table](#pgen.1004999.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} were 5' end-labeled with gamma ATP-32P by T4 Polynucleotide Kinase. Probes were hybridized overnight to pre-blocked in Roche Life Science DIG Easy Hyb buffer at 37°C. Blots were washed in 6XSSC / 0.1%SDS once at room temperature and twice for 10 minutes at 50°C. Blots were exposed to a phosphorscreen overnight for snRNAs or 7 days for *FMP40* and *YPL22C-A* followed by scanning using a phosphorimager (GE Healthcare).

SOLiD5500xl sequencing methods {#sec012}
------------------------------

Standard methods were used for RNA-seq library construction, EZBead preparation and Next-Gen sequencing, based on Life Technologies SOLiD5500xl system. Briefly, five microgram of total RNA per sample (RIN equal or higher than 6.0 by Agilent Bioanalyzer) was applied in library preparation. rRNA was first depleted using the standard protocol of RiboMinus Transcriptome Isolation Kit for yeast (Ambion, Cat\# K1550--03), and rRNA-depleted RNA was concentrated with the PureLink RNA Micro Kit (Invitrogen, Cat\# 12183--016) using 1 volume of Lysis Buffer and 2.5 volumes of 100% ethanol. Following the rRNA depletion, whole transcriptome library was prepared and barcoded per sample using the standard protocol of SOLiD Total RNA-seq Kit (Life Technologies, Cat\# 4445374). Each barcoded library was quantified by quantitative PCR using SOLiD Library Taqman qPCR Module (Life Technologies, Cat\#A12127), and pooled in equal molarity. Fifty microliters of 500 pM of pooled library was used in subsequent EZBead preparation, which involves bead emulsion, bead library amplification, and bead enrichment using Life Technologies EZ Bead E120 System (Cat\# 4465571). Approximately six hundred million enriched beads then were deposited onto each lane of a 6-lane SOLiD5500xl flow chip. And finally sequencing by ligation was carried out using standard single-read, 5'-3' strand-specific sequencing procedure (75b-read) on SOLiD5500xl Sequencer.

Sequencing data analysis {#sec013}
------------------------

The libraries were sequenced on Solid 5500XL. The resulting 75 bp solid reads were mapped to *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* reference genome sacCer3 using in-house mapping pipelines that utilizes bfast-0.7.0a \[[@pgen.1004999.ref081]\]. Briefly, using our RNA-seq pipeline, poor quality and rRNA/tRNAs reads were first discarded. The remaining reads were mapped to reference genome sacCer3 and a splice-junction library, respectively; the genomic and splice-junction library mapping were merged at the end. In a different pipeline, the rRNA/tRNAs were kept and the reads were mapped to the reference genome sacCer3 only based on the facts that in yeast there is some splicing but most genes do not have introns. Read counts were calculated using bamutils from NGSUtils \[[@pgen.1004999.ref082]\]. Differential gene expression was analyzed using edgeR which calculated all normalized read counts, p-values, and FDR values listed in [S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} \[[@pgen.1004999.ref083]\]. All raw and processed files from the RNA sequencing performed for this study has been deposited to Gene Expression Omnibus \[GEO\] under the accession number GSE57155.

Manual annotation of snRNA extension and antisense transcripts {#sec014}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Following data alignment, snRNA transcripts were manually inspected individually using the Integrative Genomics Viewer \[[@pgen.1004999.ref084],[@pgen.1004999.ref085]\]. For all snRNAs in a tail-to-tail orientation with a downstream gene, the snRNA ET annotation started just after the end of the snRNA annotation until continuous reads on the same strand were no longer detected. For all snRNAs in a tail-to-head orientation, the snRNA ET annotation started just after the end of the snRNA annotation and was ended just prior to the 5' end of the annotation for the downstream gene. Annotations for ET for snRNAs that were encoded within introns were ended just prior to the 5' end of the exon for the parent transcript. To identify antisense transcripts with significant changes in differential expression, the strand was reversed for all sense annotations for the coding region of each ORF-Ts and the text "AS\_" was added in front of the ORF-T name. The annotations for the 5' and 3' UTR were not included. These annotations were then used for edgeR analysis and the annotations for antisense transcripts that showed significant changes in *rrp6Δ* were used for subsequent differential expression analysis to generate the final dataset in [S1 Table](#pgen.1004999.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

GOStat analysis {#sec015}
---------------

GOStat analysis \[[@pgen.1004999.ref086]\] was performed as previously described \[[@pgen.1004999.ref087]\] for all significantly down-regulated ORF-T transcripts from our dataset. In brief, the list of 995 significantly upregulated ORF-Ts was entered into the GOStat web interface (<http://gostat.wehi.edu.au/cgi-bin/goStat.pl>) to search for the top 30 most over-represented GO terms and to obtain p-values to indicate the significance of enrichment ([S3 Table](#pgen.1004999.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). GO-term enrichment analysis was also performed using DAVID \[[@pgen.1004999.ref088]\] and similar results were obtained.

Alignment of Nrd1-unterminated transcript data {#sec016}
----------------------------------------------

4tU-seq reads of both wild type and Nrd1 depleted samples were downloaded from [ftp.sra.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ERA242/ERA242535/fastq/](http://ftp.sra.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ERA242/ERA242535/fastq/). The sequence data were processed according to the description in \[[@pgen.1004999.ref048],[@pgen.1004999.ref089],[@pgen.1004999.ref090]\] with minor changes. Briefly, the reads were quality trimmed and mapped with bowtie-0.12.9 \[[@pgen.1004999.ref091]\] to reference genome sacCer3 (mapping parameters:-q-p 4-S-n 0-e 70-l 28-y-k 1-m 2---best---strata---phred33-quals---norc/---nofw). The output SAM files were then converted to BAM files with SAMtools \[[@pgen.1004999.ref092]\]. The BAM files were further processed to keep the uniquely and perfectly mapped reads using bamutils from NGSUtils \[[@pgen.1004999.ref082]\].

Supporting Information {#sec017}
======================

###### Expression plots for normalized RNA-SEQ data for Nrd1-unterminated transcripts (NUTs) and western blot analysis of Rpb3-FLAG strains.

\(A\) RNAs annotated as NUTs, a classification based on the dependence of Nrd1 for appropriate termination are shown as aqua dots while all other transcript annotations are shown as black dots. (B) Western blot analysis of whole cell extracts prepared from Rpb3-FLAG WT and *rrp6Δ* strains using anti-FLAG peroxidase coupled antibodies (Sigma).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Comparison of *rrp6Δ* RNA-Seq reads at snR3 to published 4tU-Seq data for NUTs.

\(A\) Mapped reads obtained from our in-house alignment (see [methods](#sec008){ref-type="sec"} section) of 4tU-Seq data from Schulz *et al* 2013 (top two panels) and our RNA-Seq data (bottom two panels) at snR3-*STR2* region, forward strand reads only. The location and transcription direction of all annotations within this region are diagrammed below. Processed length of snRNAs and mRNAs are in black, snRNA-extended regions are in green (labeled "ET"), NUTs are in blue, CUTs are in gray, and arrows indicate annotated transcript state site and direction of transcription. The dotted green line marks the 3' end of the extended snR3 annotation in *rrp6Δ*. (B) Average normalized read counts ± standard deviations for transcripts in this region that are not significantly changed in *rrp6Δ* versus wild-type (n = 4). The colors of the bars correspond to the color representing the annotation.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Termination of the H/ACA box small nucleolar RNA snR11 shifts 3' in *rrp6Δ* cells.

\(A\) Diagram showing proposed mechanism where down-regulation of GeneX results from faulty termination of snRNA in *rrp6Δ*. Decreased NNS-termination at select snRNAs results in longer transcribed region, extending over transcription start site of downstream convergent gene, GeneX. The hypothesized resulting increased localization of the transcription machinery interferes with initiation at the TSS of GeneX (indicated with a red 'X'). (B) Strand-specific northern blot analysis using a 5' end labeled DNA oligo probe specific to the processed region of snR11 directly comparing *rrp6Δ* to mutants known to be defective in Nrd1-dependent termination. The 26S and 18S ribosomal RNAs are shown as a loading control (bottom). (C) Graphical representation of strand-specific RNA-seq reads mapped to snR11-*ICY1* region. Reads mapped to the positive strand are on top in red, while reads mapped to the negative strand are on the bottom in blue. The location and direction of transcription for all analyzed annotations are diagrammed below the graphs to scale. Processed length of snRNAs and mRNAs are in black, snRNA-[e]{.ul}xtended [t]{.ul}ranscripts, including pre-snRNAs and termination read-through products, are in green (labeled "ETs"), NUTs are in aqua, CUTs are in gray, SUTs are in dark blue, SRTs are in purple, and bent arrows indicate direction of the TSS. The dotted black lines mark the transcription start sites (TSS) of *CMC4*. (D) Rpb3-FLAG localization as determined by ChIP-exo sequencing reads mapped to the same region and aligned to (C). Wild-type normalized read counts are in black, and *rrp6Δ* are in orange. Arrows indicate areas of interest.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Efficient termination of RNAPII at the *HRP1* 5'UTR requires Rrp6.

\(A\) Rpb3-FLAG localization as determined by ChIP-exo sequencing reads mapped to the *HRP1* region. Wild-type reads are in black, and *rrp6Δ* are in orange. The location and direction of transcription for all analyzed annotations are diagrammed below the graphs to scale. Length of mRNAs including untranslated regions are in black. (B) Graphical representation of strand-specific RNA-seq reads mapped to *HRP1* transcribed region. Reads mapped to the positive strand are shown in red. No reads were mapped to the reverse strand at *HRP1*.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Rrp6 regulates RNAPII localization at *SRG1-SER3* independent of other NNS-pathway disruptions.

\(A\) Rpb3-FLAG localization as determined by ChIP-exo sequencing reads mapped to the *SRG1-SER3* region. Wild-type normalized read counts are in black, and *rrp6Δ* are in orange. The location and direction of transcription for all analyzed annotations are diagrammed below the graphs to scale. Length of mRNAs including untranslated regions are in black, CUTs are in gray, and SRTs (Ssu72 regulated transcripts) are in purple. Note that *SRG1* and *SER3* annotations are overlapping. (B) Graphical representation of strand-specific RNA-seq reads mapped to *SRG1-SER3* transcribed region. Reads mapped to the positive strand are shown in red while reverse reads are shown in blue.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Complete differential expression dataset for the *RRP6* deletion RNA-Seq.

Table includes differential expression data expressed in log~2~ *rrp6Δ*/WT ratio (i.e. fold change), as well as p-values and false discovery rate (FDR), all calculated from four replicates by the EdgeR program as discussed in the methods. Class abbreviations are ORF-T: open reading frame transcript, AST: antisense transcript, NUT: Nrd1-unterminated transcript, SRT: Ssu72-restricted transcript, SUT: stable unannotated transcript, CUT: cryptic unstable transcript, sn/snoRNA-ET: Extended region of an sn/snoRNA. Transcript name listed is the systematic name where possible. "AS\_" preceding the name designates antisense transcripts, NUTs, CUTs, SUTs, and SRTs are listed as the number provided by their original publications \[[@pgen.1004999.ref011], [@pgen.1004999.ref046], [@pgen.1004999.ref059]\]. "N.reads" columns are normalized read counts, calculated by EdgeR.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Top 30 GO-terms enriched in the down-regulated protein coding gene dataset.

Table includes GO identification number ("Best GOs"), number of hits from GOStat analysis of our down-regulated protein coding gene list matching the GO ID ("Count"), total number of genes assigned the GO ID ("Total"), p-value for the GO term, and the descriptor for the GO ID. Information calculated using GOstat, as described in the methods.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Differential expression information for the ribosomal protein coding transcripts.

Table includes differential expression data expressed in log~2~ *rrp6Δ*/WT ratio (i.e. fold change) as well as p-values and false discovery rate (FDR), all calculated from four replicates by the EdgeR program as discussed in the methods. Table also includes standard gene names (or acronyms) for clarity. Significantly downregulated transcripts are in red-shaded cells whereas upregulated sn/snoRNAs are in green-shaded cells.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Differential expression information for the sn/snoRNAs.

Table includes differential expression data expressed in log~2~ *rrp6Δ*/WT ratio (i.e. fold change), as well as p-values and false discovery rate (FDR), all calculated from four replicates by the EdgeR program as discussed in the methods. Significantly downregulated sn/snoRNAs are in red-shaded cells whereas upregulated sn/snoRNAs are in green-shaded cells.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Sequences for DNA oligonucleotide probes used for northern blotting.

Oligonucleotide sequences for each strand specific probe used for end labeling and northern blot analysis.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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